CIVIL RIGHTS

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ON THE NEW DRAFT LAW

1967 SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT (effective Jy 1, 1967)—full text
SELECTIVE SERVICE REGULATIONS (issued Jy 4, 1967)—full text
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN NEW ACT AND REGULATIONS
HOW TO REPRESENT A REGISTRANT FROM AGE 18 TO AGE 35:
   In Administrative Proceedings
   In Civil Litigation
   In Criminal Proceedings—proposed jury instructions
   In Habeas Corpus Proceedings—sample form of petition
   In Courts Martial

ARMY MEDICAL FITNESS STANDARDS FOR INDUCTION IN PEACETIME—text
LOYALTY-SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRES—text of DD Forms 98, 388
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS TO REGISTRANTS
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS TO PARENTS AND RELATIVES
SELECTIVE SERVICE CLASSIFICATIONS: Qualifications for each
   Relevant provisions of Act
   Relevant SSS Regulations
   Relevant SSS Forms
INEQUITIES IN SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM—Marshall Commission Report
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF MINORITY-GROUP DRAFTEES
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
OBJECTORS TO WAR IN THE ARMED SERVICES

THE GUILD PRACTITIONER issue on SELECTIVE SERVICE

Analysis of Statutory Definition of Conscientious Objector—
   Prof Henry Nash Smith, University of California English Dept
Defending a Selective Service Act Prosecution—Ben Margolis, Esq
Proving Medical Unfitness—Peter Franck, Esq & Dr Neal Blumenfeld
Creative Use of Administrative Regulations—William Smith, Esq
Judicial Review—Laurent Frantz & Norman Leonard, Esqs
Problems of Black Draftees—Edward A Dawley, Esq
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